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Press Release

Aqua Vista Hotels sponsors Summer 2016!

After sponsoring the ‘Day Run’ racing project, which successfully took place on 
June 12th in Athens, Aqua Vista Hotels continues to support social events, partici-
pating as major sponsor in the cultural events of ‘Summer 2016’ on the island of 
Santorini.
 
More specifically, two of the most important cultural communities of the island will 
be performing concerts of famous Greek singers as well as theatrical shows for 
young and old.

The Santorini Arts Factory is a non-profit-making organization based in Santorini 
Island, Greece that aims to promote the Greek cultural heritage. It is housed in a 
unique old factory which is now the Tomato Industrial Museum, ‘D. Nomikos’. SAF 
is expected to host events by acclaimed artists from all over the world in its annual 
program as well as continuing to successfully organize theatrical and musical per-
formances and art events.

A wide range of cultural events will also be presented this year by the Cretan Asso-
ciation of Santorini ‘To Arkadi’, a cultural association founded by Cretans who live 
on the island of Santorini. Their objective is to be able to spread and preserve the 
customs and traditions of Greece and, more specifically, of their beloved Crete.

Both programmes will be ongoing during the months of July to September and in its 
role as sponsor Aqua Vista Hotels will be offering its warm hospitality to the majority 
of the artists participating in the events.

More about Aqua Vista Hotels

Aqua Vista Hotels was founded in 2005 and today manages a portfolio of more 
than 30 hotels in Greece on the islands of Santorini, Mykonos, Paros, Naxos, 
Lesvos and Skiathos. 
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Managed by executives who have a great deal of experience in the hotel and 
tourism industry, all of whom possess a passion for the hospitality sector, Aqua 
Vista Hotels is involved in the creation and curation of hotels with a unique identity. 
Handling everything from architectural aspects to the interior design, the group is 
also responsible for the overall concept of the experience offered, as well as man-
aging the bookings and the day to day functioning of all departments.

A hotel with a healthy and profitable operation, first class amenities and facilities 
and the creation of an unforgettable guest experience are all factors which define 
the objectives of Aqua Vista Hotels when embarking on any venture or collabora-
tion.
   


